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Findest: the R&D assistant

During Science, Business & Innovation (VU) we learned about the technology transfer gap. The goal of Findest 
is to help the Netherlands close this gap at companies and become the most innovative country in the world. 
Then, the Findest R&D-assistant will grow internationally and aims at enabling 10.000 innovations before 2027.

During interviews with over a hundred Dutch R&D-companies we learned that the current R&D-search pro-
cess is very traditional. Talking to colleagues, talking to suppliers, visiting conferences, reading some scientific  
articles and briefly using search engines. Natural Language Processing techniques and other Artificial Intelligence  
concepts provide great opportunity to speed up the technology search and validation process.

The Findest R&D-assistant copies the Human Intelligent steps Roel and Vincent obtained during their studies 
and at their previous job as nanotechnology consultants. By transferring the science based AI-opportunities 
for technical innovation we will together start multiplying the transfer of all other science fields for R&D and 
innovation.
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F i n d e s t

Worldwide knowledge is stored in scientific papers,
patents and millions of websites. Knowledge c oming from

the brightest and t he brilliant. Fi ndest believes that this
worldwide knowledge can enable real change. Solving the
most critical questions of companies and problems of the

future. Findest wants to contribute to solve these
challenges. Therefore, Findest have set a challengi ng goal

to enable the realization of 10.000 innovations before
2027.

how what

Science   to   business   for   innovation 
In the previous jobs of the Findest owners as nanotechnology consultants they
spend up till 30% of their time reading and finding information about

technologies for clients. After a market study in over a hundred companies it
was found that technology scouting and exploration for both R&D and

innovation is happening in a traditional fashion, taking a lot of skill and time.

Artificial intelligence, data availability and computing power enabl es the

development of new software. Software that is able to automate time
consuming tasks like scientif ic search, pa tent search, exploring

technological concepts, requirement generation and requirement
testing. Allowing to increase the innovation output of companies.

R&D   assistant
Findest is building an online R&D assistant that is able to cover the search
activities for R&D, innovation and technological devel opments. To do so

Findest uniquely integrates the engi neering design principles with artificial and
human intelligence. The software allows R&D to organize and understand the

search question given by the user. The algorithm uses this information to get
technological concepts while taking into account the requirements the ideal
solution might have.

Currently Findest is developi ng the semi-automated software that is already

able to explore technologi es from scientific articles in Nanotechnology,
materials and semiconductors. Contact us if you would like to explore
science for your technical challenges!
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About the company

Founded: The start of 2017
Location: Amsterdam
Personnel: 2fte, Roel Boekel & Vincent Franken

Website: www.findest.eu
Contact: +31(0)611246514
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